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PATHS OF TAR(3ET-SEEKIXVC3MISSILES IN TWO DIMENSIONS
By Charles E. Watkins-
SUMMARY
A.rather detailed discussion lsgiv~of some of
the parameters that enter into the equation of the path
of a missile which Is mad? to pursue a moving target.
me mipsile was assumed to be guided by a target seeker
that might be employed in any one of’several ways. Four
particular methods of employlng a target seeker were
assumed for discussion. These metiods and the designa-
tions of the resulting motion are:
(1) If thetarget seeker is installed in the missile
so that the axis of the field of view of the target
seeker Is always parallel to the longitudinal axis of
the missile,the resulting motion is oalled normal pur-
suit navigation.
(2) If the target seeker is installed In the
missile so that the axis of the field of view of the
target seeker makes a constant angle with the longi-
tudinal axis of the missile,the resulting motion is
called constant navigation.
(3) If the target seeker is installed in the ~
missile In suoh a way that the axis of Its field of
view turns through an angle that is a definite propor- “
tlon of the angle turned through by the axis of the
missile, the resulting motion is called proportional
navigation.
(4) If the target seeker is installed on or near “
the launching station and made to direot a beam of
radio signals at the target so that the missile oan be
made to fly In this beam of’signals to the target, the
resulting motion is oalled line-of-sight navigation.
For eaoh method considered for use of a target
seeker, the differential equations of highly simplified
two-dimensional pursuit paths are presented. In the
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cases of normal pursuit and constant navigation, analyti- .
cal solutions of the differential equetlons of the
simplified pursuit paths were obtained and evaluated
for some illustrktlve examples. It is shown tha~ for
these cases, pursuit paths with finite curvature are
obtalnqd only if the ratio of the veloolty of the missile
to that of the target is less than 2. Differentlal-
analyzer solutions of the equations for groporti.onal
navigation are cmesented for different rates of naviga-
tion and for different Initial conditions. The pursuit
paths resulting from proportional navigation generally
improve as the rate of navigation is increased and/or
as the ratio of the velocity of the missile t-othat of
the target is increased. Proportional navigation Is
concluded to be by far the best of the methods con-
sidered for using a target seeker installed in a missile.
The equation of line-of-sight paths was reduced to
functions of elli.pttcIntegrals and to a sfmpler fozm
for numerical evaluation. They were evaluated for some
particular conditions. The curvature of line-of-sight
paths Is generally finite. In all cases the effect on
the nature of the-pursuit paths”of the important factors
of relatlve speeds of the missile ati target and the
relative locations and directions of flight of the
missile and target at the begimlng of the pursuit are
brouu>t out.
The effects of Increased angle of attack and slde-
slip due to turning were not taken Into account In the
analysis but these effects are briefly discussed. The
work is intended only as a guide to be used in deter-
mlrxlngthe manner In which a target seeker can be used
to best advantage for a given problem.
INTRODUCTION
It Is proposed that a missile of the type that
files as an ordinary airplane can be made to pursue ati
intercept a moving target by equipping the mdssile with
an automatic Dilot which would be ectuated by signals
from a target seeker. A target seeker is a device that
can detect the presence of certain objects or targets
within Its field of view by one of several tnethodssuch
as by heat, light, or sound emitted from the target or
by reoently developed radio equipment.
v“ vr ,HACA AOR Noo L6BJ6 “3‘ The field of view of $hp-$arge~.seeker oan be eon-.sldered as ~.oone with its veatex in the seeker. .Aa a
tanget moves in th~~ aohe “the--targetseeker oan”bem..
arranga~.,~m@ve nslgnals-?hat-”are relited to’the’die-
nlaoement of the tdrxet fw&n ths.axis of the oone.@d “
I
d
the.distanoe of the-target from-t%b tar”get‘aeeken~ “
.Theeesignals oRn thus be qse~ to di~ot the automatid ‘
n$lot to guide the.missile toward the target. “ .
It 1s further proposeclthat, for the purpo$e ol?
guiding anmissile.to a target, the target seeker may be
installed elther,in the missile or o.n.qrnear the devioe
lsed for.,launohing<the~~isslle. If installed in the
missile,.the target seeker may,ti arranged either”to. “
have some.sp.eoifiedfixed .po,sitionor io turn in some
~e~otibed.mm?~,,m~.,,m In-eitbpi,oese, *O transmit
slgnals,dlreotl
~ ‘“ ~“ ‘utou$i’+;’;~;g&’&~~~;li~tld “on or near the. @unp ing dev?lc,?~.
be.arranged to t.~..in all!direct ‘~ns so that the target
can be kept..autornaticallyin the oenter 0$ its field of
view ati thus directly contaoted by a beam of radio
signals. By means of radio equipment the mtssl.lecan
then be made to fly in this radio.beam snd thereby to
remain between the target seeker and target until it
reaches the target. The missile may be launched from
an airplane,aship, or a stationary ground .Station..
If the assumqtlon Is made that a missile, equipped
in some m@nner as..pz?evlouslyproposed, will pursue a
moving target and that the target-seeking equipment does
not r4nder It.dynamdoall
T
unstable, the nature of the
theor~tloal flight path which will hereinafter be...
‘c’a”l~e~pursuit 6ath) and thus the maneuvers (direction .
.
and rate of tufi?ng) required of it to follow the path
depend on the path of the target, the relative speeds
of the target end missile, the relative directions of
flight and locations of the target and.missile at the
beginning of the pursuit, and finally, to a great extent,
on the manner in ~ich the target seeker is employed?
..Ifa comparism of pursuit paths that might be
obtalned”under different conditions is desired, some
qualitative bases must be established by which the
paths oan be compared. Inasmoh as the adverse ae~-
dynamic effects encountered in turni~ an aircraft
increase with the rate of turnings the principal basis
for comparison should b the rate of tufil~ required
of the missile to follow the path. me pati that
#
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requirds”.,a.”~rn~ti-~-~a~e of.~~~~- thtire:i?ohe wan gener-
ally be”“$ons~de-red:the best pa$h; “‘OIMi?.factoz% to be
“oonsldqred ~ .t.he‘potntalong the”ph%h’at wliIchthe
-M rate ‘of turhing 1s ~reqtire@, the acouracy with
which oe.rtainrequired ,parametersle”adl& “toa partiml.ar
.typp’of path c~n be detervlned ‘tithin-the time that may
be allotted, an$l‘t!?!diractioh from which the missile
approaches the target.at the end”of tti pursuit.
For.any ‘partl.cularmethod of.e~loying a target
‘seeker;”the prdblem of determining the ~ctual flight path
is in general ;an-exceedinglydifficult task -thatinvolves
an enozznousam~unt of computation. lliewe~thele%s, by
choosing diffbreti”methods of employlng a target seeker,
neglecting aerodynmlo effects”,ati makfng some highly
simpli~ng assumptions, theoretical “pathscan be
obtained that indicate the effects that some of the
different factors detemnining the flight path have on
the nature o.fthe path. Knowledge gatned from the study
of simplified oasesserves as “aguide in arriving at a
satisfactory.method.of employlng a target seeker and
suitable values of any arbitrary parameters that might
affect the nature of the flight paths for the more “ “
generel and difficult cases.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate
some possible methods of using a target seeker and to .
derive corresponding pursuit paths. A comparison is made
of pursuit paths obtained under similar conditions for
different methods of using a’target seeker. The effeot
on the nature of the paths of the Im.p”ortantfactors.of
relative speeds of the missile and target and the relative
locatione and directions of flight of the missile and .
target at the beginning of the pursuit are discussed in
detail.
The symbols used in
follows:
,
SYMBOLS
this discussion.are defined as
.
x, y Cartesian coordinates denoting position of
missile at any given t“ime
,
~s Y~ coordinates bf target at any given time referred
to coordinate s~ste-.lof missile
1- -
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a
t
.
..
v
N
R
Y
c)
u
.-
n
P
K
distano”e&om vertiqal”axis to target path
‘-axi-s.ofl”field.o~view of’target seeker
time
veloaity of missile
velocity of target
ratio of velootty of mlsslle to velooi.tyof
t-get (V/’V~)
distance from miqsile to target at any given time
angle (positive In oounterolookwlse direction)
between direction of flight and referenoe llne
Joining f.nltialposition of missile and target
angti (positive in counterclockwise direction)
“between axis of field of view of target seeker
and reference line jo.ini~ initial position of
missile and target
angle (positive in qounterolookwlse direot”ion)
between X-axis snd referenoe line joining
Initial position of missile and target
(fl is always in the range -;<s2< :)
constant angle (positive h oounterolockwise
direotlon) that longitudinal axis of missile
makes with axis of target-seeker field of’
view; applies only to oonstsnt navigation
r~tio of angle turned through by missile to
an@e turned through by target seeker (y/c),
Measured relative to reference axis: applies
only to proportional nawlgation
qngle of sldesllp
rate of ourvature--p~)
Jdt J
(applies only to oonstant navigation)
. ‘=6*; .
-.,,,, . .,,--,.,. , . , .--, —---- -. ... ..- . —-
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E aro sin (“M sin “U) (“ipp’lines:ohl+ $o cbnstant
nav~gation)
...* .
. .
Subscripts:
..
0 inltial values
.
max maximum
SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS
Bestdes neglecting aerodynamic effects the following
slmpli.fying assumptions are made:
(1) The target moves in a straight line.
(2) The missile and target move at oonstant speeds
and remain in the same geometrical plane.
..
(3) The twwt seeker, .automatic “pilotati missile
respond immediately to correot any devlatton of the
target from the axis of the field of view of the target
s~eker.
(4) The tissile always moves in the direction of
Its longitudinal axis.
Although the aerodynamic effects are totally neg-
lected In deriving the equations of the pursuit paths
discussed herein, the final section of the re?ort pre-
sents a brief discussion of the effect that ohan~e in .
angle of attack
on the paths.
METFODS
and sideslip due to turning migh~
ASSUMFD FOR UEUNG A TARGET SEJNC3R
have
The different methods assurredfor using a target
seeker and the corresponding terns used to deslgna=e
the method and the resultlng pursuit curve q~e explained
in the paragraphs that follow.
—— . ... ..— .
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Normal-pursuit navigation.- If the target seeker is
assumed to be fixed in the missile so that the axis of
*+ -----the.field of.view.ot.the target seeker..isptiallel to
the lomzltudinal axts of the missile. the missile would
i. presuma~ly always go directly toward-the target. TheI
I
!
I
t
I
P
motion Is-oalled nomual-pursuit navigation aiidthe pur-
suit path resulting from suoh motion Is oalled a normal-
pursult path, Figure l(a) showsthe geometrical setup
used to determine the equations of suoh a.path. The
longitudinal axis of the missile, the direotion of Its
motion and the axis of the target-seeker.field of view
are all made to ooipoide. The differential equations
of tb normal-pursuit path ean be integrated by simple
methods and reduoed to simple formulas for computation.
Constant navigation.- If the target seeker Is
assumed to be fixed In the missile with the axis of Its
field of view at a given angle relative to the longi-
tudinal axis of the missile In such a way that the
.misslle always leads the target, the resulting motion
of the mtssile is called constant navigation. l?ig-
ure l(b) shows the geometrlca~ setup used to determine
the equations of the pursuit path rbsulting from oon-
stsnt navigation. The longitudinal axis of the missile
and its dlrectlon of flight are assumed to colnoide.
The differential equations of the rnmsult path resulting
from constant navigation can be Integrated by simple
methods but the resulting formulas are tedious to handle
In o@uputational work.
Proportion&l navigation.- If t~ target seeker Is
Installed in the missile in such a’way that the axis of
its field of view turns through an angle that Is a
.defi.biteproportion of the angle turned through by the
longitudinal axis of the missile, the resulting motion
of the missile is oalled proportional navigation. lHg-
ure l(d) shows the geometrloal setup ueed to determine
the equations of the pursuit path resulting from pro-
portional navigation. The longitudinal axis of the
missile and the dlreotion of its motion are assumed to
coincide. The different~al equations of the pursuit
path resulting from proportional navigation cannot be
integrated in closed form; however, they are easy to
evaluate by numerioal methods. Solutions were obtained
for this report of a number of speoial caqes on the
differential analyzer of the General Electrio CoWany.
Line-of-sight navlgailofi.- If the.$arge% seeker is
Installed on or near the ap~artitUsused for launching
the missile and Is madet”to”tiirecta beam of.radio f31@a18
to the target for the missile tg fly in,”&e resulting
motion is called llne-of-sight navi.g.atlon,and the
resulting pursuit curve IS called line-.of.-sightpath.
lHgure l(e) shows the.geometrical ~btup for this case.
Although the differential equat%on of the line-of-sight
pati.cannot be integrated, it cm be reduced to folm
suitable for numerical.evaluati~lior it cRn be
reduced to parametric funotlons of elliptic integrals of
the first and second kinds. .,
DISCU~I,OIJ .
. . .
The differential equations of pursuit paths resulting
from the different types of zm.vigationdeifinedwill be
solved, when possible. The derivation of the different~al ““”-”
equatlons of normal pursuit paths will .be taken up in
detail snd, since the equations for constant and propor-
tional navigation oan be derived in an analagous”manner,
it will suffice when those oases are retched simply to
write the appropriate equation. ,
Normal-pursuit Navigation
Equations of no?nnal-pursuitpath.- In figure 1(a)
the Cartesian coordinate axes are chosen .qothat .the
origin represents the initial ~osition of the missile
- (X9 Y) its position at any time .t. The x-axis
Is chosen perpendicular to the path line.of the target
so that the equation of’the path of the target
becomes. x“= a. The target is assumed to move In a
positive d3rection along this line from its initial
position (a, yTo) to (a, yT). . ~
With the geometry of the problem thus established
the required .equatloncan be obtained. By equating
equal expressions of..time,the equeti”on
. ...-.
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(i)
is obtained. Slhce the target is always in”the tangent
to the path of t-hemissile a seoond relation
is obtained.
(2)
Equations (1) and (2) can be combined and integrated
in Cartesian form but it will be convenient for other
considerations to make the following substitutions:
a-x =Roos(c+fl)
yT-y =Rsin(e+Q)
yT = yTO + vp~
“/
(3)
With these substitutions the equations of the oath become
t&=vT
.
dt y Cos (c + n)
dR
‘= VTsin(~+~)-Vdt
..
.
..
b (4)
,. ... --—- —.. . . .. . - .. —-—.. — —.. ... - ..—
10
or
I!WA hc!t m l I161n6 .
dR
—=[tan(c+ Q)- N seo (c + Cl)]dcR (5)
Integrating equation (5) and evalwting the constant
of integration at t = O gives
. .
‘=%cost:::r“e”“‘“”r’-sin“‘n’N”‘11+ sin (c +0]
In equation (6), as
to zero the value of ~
Therefore, regardless of
the value of R
ranges from zero
the values that
ranges from
to (90 - n).
I?n, Q and
(6)
% .
N
miy~t have, the pursuit path will always ena t~.ent to
th~ path of.thb ~ar~et. -If the missile is assum~d to be
capable of the turning that might be required to follow
the path it will always catch the target by going directly
in behf.ndit. Inasmuch as countermeasures aould be
easily devised to destroy a missile in such a tail-chase
position, this agproech is considered a great disadvantage
of nomal pursuit navigation.
The time t corresponding to the.value of R in
equation (6) for a given value of E is.obtained from
SEt; =- 0
x’?
= {%3(N+sinf2)-r3CN+ sin(E +S21
V(N’ -1) } (7)
The Cartesia coordinates (x, y) Of the two-
dlmensional nomal-pursuit path for any”given values of
~, and Q can now be obtained from equa-
~~on~’(s), (6)’, ati. (7).
IUWAACR ~0. L6m6 11
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Rate of cnuwature.- The rate “ofourvature of the
,,...normal-pursuit-path”or.the-rate-of -turningrequired by
a missile to f’ollowthe path is given by .
m
.&
(i t.”
-. “.. ...,.
VT
=y C$os(6”+ 42)“ “
. . . .
.
~ ‘ / ~“).,,]~o~’(’+”)[-lm(,)I%Ncossl l-+sinfl ,
L“ [ ) Jl-.sirlrl ‘ .“
~om equstion (8), for given values of N and. ~,
finite rates of curvature for particular values of E are
seen to be Inversely ~roportlonal to F. l Thus from the
consideration of curvature a normal-pursuit path geaer-
ally.improves as the value of ~ Is increased. The
f~tlon of i a~d ~ a~peari~ in the first braoket
“ of equation (8) can be written as “
,
1“””=, (09s fi)N-l (9)
N 00S
For any
equation (9)
toward
obtained-%r
‘K ::s’2‘(l+sin*)N~“-
.
particular value of N > 1, the value of
Increases as ~ deoreases from ~
therefore, better normal-pursuit paths.are
larger values of ~.
12
The .eff.eetof N,.on the rate
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of mrvature of a
“normal p.ursul$path o“q be seen by oansiderlng the last
two factors.of equation (S). These faotor9 can be written
as
COEF(C +f2)
N+@ .
l?/2
“l+sin (6+S2‘1 [l+ sin (c+ 0)]
T
=
N-2 (lo)l-sin (t+fl) “ ~
If the value of N Is in the range l<N~2 the
exponent of the denominator of equation (10) is negative
or zero and the value of equation (10) 1s fInite for all
values of c. For 1 < N < 2 the curvature Is zero at “
the end “of the gursuit. If N > 2 the exponent of the
dencm~nator of equation (10) .Is.positive and the curva-
ture becomes Infinite as 6 s (90 -P Q) . If”,therefore,
nozmal-pursuit paths that have a finite rate of m.urva-
ture at all points are to be obtainedj the ratio of the
velocity of the missile ‘tothat of the target must not
be greater thmn 2.
The fact that t!!ecurvature of the path becomes
infinite does not necessarily exclude the higher values
of N. As I?.increases beyond 2 the point along the
path at which a given finite rate of curvature Is reaahed
moves toward the path of the target. A value of N > 2
can thus be determined that will cause the given rate of
curvature to occur when the w.issfleis so near the target
that, for all praotlcal purposes, lt can be considered
as having hit the target without having gone into a tail
chase. Such values of N are comparatively large and
for targets as fast as modern alr~lanes would require
exceedingly high-sneed.missiles.
For example, a missile that could pull 15g normal
acceleration In a steady.turn would have to travel at
the rate of
of a target
qourse with
rl=o.
12,000 feet:per second to come within 200 feet
that moved 500 feet per second along a straight
the initial conditions ~ = 59,009 feet,
..
:
.
I
:
.
n
i
I
.
:
1
;“
!
I
I
l !
It has men pointe(iout that for values of H fh the range 1 < N< 2 :-
the value of the ourva.tutis zero at the end of the pursuit, The value of’ c
for yhich the maximum rate of curvatureooours can be obtained--byMfferen+
tiating equation (8] with respect to G and equating the resqlts to zero,, . .-
dK
—=
de
or
. .
.“
E = arc sin (N/2)
The nondimensionaldistante from the target at which the maximum rhte of
curvatureoccurs can be obtal.ned by substitutingthe value of c from equa-.
tion (U) Into equation (6) and dividing the results by ~
1..
. .
I
I
,,. ... . .. .—— _. . ... .. . . . .
-— . -- _ _.- ....-
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“A series-of o-es obtained from equation (13) for
valws of N in the range 1 C N < 2 md f’or values
Of O at Intervals of l~” from -45° to 45° are-shown
in figure 2. ~ interpolation the ourves oan be used
to estiwte the .distaneefrom the target at whloh the
mad.mum curvature ooours for any value of ~ for the
ranges of values oovered by ~ and N.
The value of the maximum rate of curvature.for
1 < N <2 Is obtained by substituting equation (K)
into equation (8)
.
(4)
If,both members of equation (14) are multiplied
by @/V, this equation becomes of a nondlmensio~
nature that can be evaluated afd plotted for different
values of f’1and 1?. l
A plot of this kind can be used, by.interpolation,
to estimate ,themaximum rate of curvature for any vaIues
of ~ and V for the ranges of values covered by $1
and N. In figure 3 the values obtained fmm equation (4)
multiplied by I@ for values of Cl at 15° intervals
from -45° to 45° and values of N in $he range 1<N42
have been converted to degrees.and plotted against N.
The dashed outie shown in figure 3 indioates the value
of N that gives a minimum value of maxtrnumrate of ‘
oupature for a given value of ~. It is plotted from
points obtained by differentiating equation (14) with
respect to N, equstlng to zero, simplifying and solving
the resulting-equation for N when particular values are
assigned to Cl. The derivation of the equation follows:
{
%nax %lax log
7iir=T
L I!Ri)e%l-fj“
.
.
\
. .
...— -—-
.-. .
.-
.
“.
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Illustrations.- In order to illustrate f~ther the
effeot of the Iu@e of iU and S) on”the nature of
nomal-pursuit paths, figure 4 is presented, whioh shows
a number of suoh patha and the correspond.1.ngrates of
ourvature for different values of these parameters. ‘TIM
pursuit paths are plotted so that they can b& made to
apply to all values of ~. The curves of the rate of
ourvature, whloh has been oonverted to degrees, require
the knowledge of ~ and V for evaluation.
Constant Navlgatlon
Equation of patliresulting from oonstant navigation.-
Vthen the target seeker is fixed so that the axis of its
fiald of view makes a constant-angle a relative to the
longitudinal a.xIsof the missile the differential equa- .
tions corresnondlng to equations (4) and (5) for normal-
purstit paths are
de
;[~TT 00S (C + ~ -—=.-dt V sin a]
1
(16)
“dR
‘=VT8in(~+~)*Vaos Udt
or
d&= vTd.n(C+~)-v~osa
R VToos(c+~)-Vsln Ud$
OOS(~+~)-NEIinU –
l
l
-- . .
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If VT is made zero, equation (17) leads to’the ‘:-
oomonly known lc3garlthpdospiral. Fbr other values
of VT and for positive values of o such that
u C aro sin l/N, equation (17) can be integrated to
give
.. . . .
..: ...
..- ....... .1:””-
.,
F30s (c + nj “- sln E].A-’l. “R = c1 (18)
b - Si~.E Cog (t + ~) + .Cos.E Siq & + ~lA
,.
.-
,.. .
,.
. . b . .
. .
-. . ..
where . .“
. .
.. .
. .
and
. .
.,
sin E =Nsfnu .
. .
“osE=-
.,
. .
. .
.:” A.u N Cus .
v-’: “
. . ..
. . . .
Rn(l - sin E cos Q + cos E sln~)A
.. A-1 .
‘(cos.~- sin E) . ~
in’equation (18), as the value of R ran&s from R.
“ n)ato zero, the value of c (rpnges.frm zero to *-E
The angle at whioh the pursuit path and target-path
is therefore (E - a), whioh Is not zero for ty#o
and N#l. Tall chases are thus avoided, but near
chases till occur If u 1s small.
.
,. . . ..-. . .. . . . . .
meOt
tall
...
.
.
. . .. . . . .“. -,. . . . .
. .
— —.
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for
--
t =
=
me the t corresponding to R in equation (18)
a given value of” e Is obtained from
. .
. . . .
. .
R
“ da
VT cog (s +Q) - v Slna
. .
.
,“
NR’
{alllE.~os ‘(c.+.~) -.sln E] “.. . .VA(.A2- 1) 00S$E .“”
...
. .
. ,... .“
... . ..... ...
)
-Aoos E”[sin(e+Q)+Aoos ~ +C2 (19)
.. ----- . .
~2 =.”.- %:””- ”:”””--““’”“““kin E (OOS ~ - sin E)
VA(A2 - 1) COS3E
.
- A cos E (sin”~+ A cos E)]
Equations (18) and {19)“and the substltiutlonsgiven In
equation (3) make It possi.bld‘tooomptitethe Cartesia~
ooQrdhate8 d’ -the path for given
and U. . .
.
Rate of curvature.- The“-ra”te
point along the path is given by
vaiues of N,
~s “o,
of’curvature at apy ..
..
K= *=~=vdt dt R [cOs (IE+ Q) “-.sin ~. .
v
{ }“~-sin E cos (c+fi)+coa E s!n (t+ fi)]A-(al)=K Ccosk +ii-sin ~A-2, ‘ “
where Cl has the same value as in equation (18).
-.
.
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From the “eipresion gtven for CID “.finite values of
the rate of curvature for particular values Of ~ appear
to be inversely proportional to the initial distanoe ~
for given values of N, fi, and a. It will be sho~
that two cases arise where this statement is not true.
.. . .
From the axponent of the denomlnat~r of’iititlon (21)
If 1< A<2, the curvature is seen to be zero when R
is zero (that is, when cos (c + ~) = sin E).
The effect of Q, U, and N on the nature of
pursuit paths”obtained by constant navigation are so
interrelated that it Is difficult to isolate the effeot
of any one of these parameters In view of this diffi-
culty the important effects of certain combinations of
all or part of these three parameters till be disoussed,
In the factor
1 (COS ~ - sin E)A-l
—= (22)
c1 M(.1 A- sin E 00S ~ + 00S E sln 0)
of equation (21), if S2, 0, and N are so related
that cos Q = sin E, that iS, if n= t(90 - E) #O,
the value of equation (22) and hence the curvature is
zero for all values of R. The pursuit path 1s therefore
a straight line as shown In figure l(c), cases I(a)
and I(b). These “twoparticular oases conatltute the
exception t“othe effect of Pa mentioriedpreviously.
Although straight Mne paths are ideal from the
consideration of curvature, they would likely be
unobtainable In actual praotioe by constant navigation.
The value of the parameters under dlsoussiotiwould have
to be known exactly. A small error In the evaluation
of the parameters for such a path might lead to a path
with very high curvature, ,.
If the value of ~ in equation (22) is in the
range -(90 - E)<~< (90- E) pursuit paths of the
type shown as cases II(a) and II(b) in figure l(c) are
obtained. I-f ~ -1s greater than (90 - E) or less
than -(90 - E)., pmsult paths of the type shown as
!
..
.“
1
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cases III(a) and III(b) are obta.lned. The sign of the
cnu?vaturein cases-1~1(-a).and III(l?,)..is.noted to be .
opposite to that of oases II(a) and H(b).
..
Combinations of the parameters ~, a, and M
that lead to infinite rates of curyature will be shown
when the expression for the “maximumrate of’ourvature 1s
derived.
The value of c for whloh the maxtmum rate of
ourvature oocurs Is obtained by” differentiating equa-
tion (21) with respect to c and equating the results
to zero, whtch gives
or
for
sln(~+fl)=w=v (23)
.
~< NcoscJ<l
2 = .
The value of (c + Q) in terms of N“ and u in
equation (23) substituted into equation (18) gives
.
(2- slwF===+Nco.2.n .)
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aa the distance from the target at whloh the maximum
rate of ourvature ocours~ Equation (~) divided by ~
Is shown plotted as a funotion of n for particular
values of N ~d U in figure 5.
The value of the ma~imum rate of ourvature for
~<Ncosa
— < 1 is obtained by substituting the value
2
of (~ + 0) in terms of A ar%l E found in equation (23)
into equation (21), which gives
(’w=== - sin 13)A-2 ]
relations
f
/
F-1
cos E = ‘—
A2-1
and
r~2.@sin E = ‘--—*2-1
-the bracketed term In equation (25) can be expressed
a function of A and N and the expression becomes
.
as
.— .... -. —---
- —--- -—-
.
!
From the denominatorof the first term in parenthesesin equation (26) ~‘
the maximum rate of curvatureis seen to be lnfinlte*en A =.2. When
A= 1 the expressionbecomes indeterminatebut.lt can be shown from eaua-~ E“
tion (21) that the maximum ourvature is fhite.
~The valuaof M in
-. ,
.
.
. .
terms of A and u Is
1
N A.=
- 1) stn2CJ
From equation (27) it can be seen that for values
value of N IS less than A. If A = 2 and 0
(’7)
of CJ#O and A#l the
ranges from zero to Tf/2
the value of “M ranges from 2 to 1. !lhusan infinite rate of curvature-oan
be obtained for any value of N > 1. Correspondingvalues of H and o that
give infinite rates of curvature are plotted In fY.gure6. me value of A as
a fhnctlon of u for particularvalues of N Is plotted in figure 7. These
figures show that for a given value o#o, the upper value of IV in the range
of.values of N > 1 that give finite rates of ourvature (values of A< 2)
Is less than 2 and the upper value of this range decreases as a increases.
For values of A >2 the rate of curvatureIS infinite at the end of the
pursuit as can be seen by consideringthe exponentsin the fbllowinglimit: ml
P
.
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IiLmlt
I
A
vJl - sln E coq ~~ +S2) + cos E sin (~ + Q)l
~
(28)
Los 16 + ~) - sin EJ‘-2
In the range of valuas of A >2 the point along the
Dursuit path at which a given rate of curvature occurs
moves toward the path of the target as A increases;
therefore, A can be made large enough to bring the
missile so near tie target before any appreciable turning
Is required that it oan be considered t.ohave hit the
target.
The value in degrees per unit of time of the maximum
rate of ourvature multiplied by ~ and divided by V
for sr~lcular values of
8
N and u is plotted in f@-
ure as a function of Q for values in the range
-(90 - E)< f2 <(90-E). In figure 8 for values of N
near 1.2 small maximum rates of curvature corresponding
to a wide range of values of Q and a occur; as N
increases, the range of values of S2 and. o that give “
finite rates of curvature decrease. For values of ~
outside of the range -(90 - E) <~< (90-~), the
rate of ourvature alwaya Increases as R decreases.
Illustrations.- Figures $1and 10 show some illus-
trative pursuit Daths and the correspondhg rates of
curvature obtained from constant navigation for various
values of N, ~, and u. The mrves are plotted in
the same nondimensional form as those of normal pursuit.
Proportional Navigation
Unfortunately, the differential equations of the
paths resultlng from pro~ortional navigation can be
integrated in olosed fomn for only special cases. The
general treatment given the equations for normal pursuit
and constant navigation cannot be given. The case for
. .
.“
. . .. .
.:
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a 2:1 rate of navigation can be integrated to yl.eld R,
x, and. .K .,butnot t ~ say. This case is therefore
disoussed and oonolusions for lW rates”-ofnavigation
can be drawn frqm tbq results. Solutions for other rates
of navigation obtained’.bythe differential analyzer will
be presented and d~.soussed. “ ““.:,.<,.,.
,.
.. ,. :,,.
Although it has been ashmi!id:f’or.,this discussion’: “
.-t target-seeking alroraft are not-rendered dynamloally
unstable by tho target seeker, this assumption may be
unjustifiable, espeti~ally.X’@ @.@ qa,tesof proportional
navigatlon. .-.. ...”. .
-.
Equation of path resulting from 2:1 proportional
navlRati,on.- me differential equqtions of the path
resulting from”.an n:l rate of proportional navigation
are
dC_l
[ 1
1
-; VT OOS(C +Q)-vsin(n-i)”e”
dt
dR= rVtisln(c +$’1)-Voos (n= 1)61 1“dt L
or
d&
=
R
A JJ
sln,~(c+ fl)-Noos(n-lJdc
cos(c+~) -lisln( n-1)c
(29) -
(30)
Equation (30) can be easily handled by numerical
methods for any value of n; The range of c Is from .
zero to the solution of
oos(C+~)-Nsin (n-1) c=O (31)
The angle at .mhichthe pursuit path and target path
meet 1s
,
Imnml n n lllmnlmml I 1- m I II I II I m I
1
I’?ACACR Nbl L6@6
. . .
... . .
“W. ”
. .
--(nc’+ti) . .
,, 2
. .
Tall ohases are therefore
:.
.. (32)
not encountered. ..
@sn n =.2 equation (30) beeornea., .,
...
$.
‘.. .‘..
. . .,.
. .
. .
ain{e..+n)-Noo8c.dg”. ... (’53)
oos(4+$l)-Nslnc’ ...
& =
R
... .,,
.. . . ,.
.. .. .... ..
..... . .-...,% ;,,.:...
.... ..--...4.
-whicho.anbe integrated to gtv;------.: . , ....
... ... . .
.,. .
N%
-r
1..
{[ 1..
+l+2Nsln$l
R=%
00S(C +~) -N aint *-2N6COS
(34)Oqs n
.,
..
.
Equation (31) now becomes
. .
coa(C+~-Nslpc=O
for which the solution is
c (N; dJ= arc tan
,-
(35)
(36)
The .angle at which the pursuit path and target path
meet Is, from equation (32) and (36),
,
Tr
[ 1
2N+(l#+l)sl.n Q
- - aro tan2
(~ - 1) Cosn
(37)
I
1.. .~1 .. . . .,..... —-
—..-
.-—- .9. . ,. --, -7 —
:. .,*
‘4
The value of t correspondingto F is gtven by
E
R# s{ e-2Nccosnt ‘T o ,co.n)~-l “[Cos (6 + n) - I?sin 42(l+Nsinfl)
whioh cannot be integratedby simple methods.
.
.}
I
I
R
Rate of ourwtcre r~sa~tl.ngfrom 2:1 proportionalnavigation.~The rate of
.. -- ..— -—— .—-—
curvature at any potnt aiong the path is given by
~=nE.2J
K
‘dt dt * [COS (C +~) - Nsinc] .
1“ .
{
.=” (00s *I*-’ }
l+lF+2M3in~”
%
bos (E + 0) - ~ sin ~]2‘1+‘sin~e2Ht00Sfi ‘ “(39)
As in the case of nomal pursuit, for given values of all other parameters, the
rate of curvatureIs inverselyproportionalto the initial distanoe ~ between
the missile and target. “
Since the val~ of R in equation (3k) is zero when equation (35) is
satisfied,the correspondingvalue of K given by equation (39) 1s also zero, $%
..
.
.—..
.. ...——— — —— —-— —.. . . . .. . .. ---- _
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provided that (1 + N sin S2) >0. tifferentlatlng equa-
tion (39) with respeot to c. and simplifying gives
(40)
from which, If ~ ~n, the slope of
the rate of curvature *S seen to be
values of t in the rmge “
..
the curve representing
negattve for all
ThO ma.xlmumrate of curvature Is therefore at the initial
point of the pursuit path and continuously decreases to
zero as R~O. The maximum value can be reduced by
launching the missile so that it leads the target.
If Nsin O+l=O or sln~=-~ (~ In fourth
quadrant) equation (39) reduces
(41)
for values of N > 1. In this
of curvature occurs at the end of
always finite
greatest rate
which iS
case the
the.pursu~t path but as N Increases,
$?/$ and 2/@~”, the final
consequently the rate of curvature at
the path all decrease.
the terms
value of c and,
any point along
If (Nsln~+l) <O, the rate of curvature is
infinite at the end of the path but, as in the case of
normal pursuit and constant navigation, the point at
which a given rate of curvature occurs moves toward the
-. *. ‘
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path line of
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inoreasesp If N is
.wU1 be,near enouda to
the tamet befor~ a neoified rate of t~lng Is-x%wlred
to be o~nsldered to hkveihlt the target; thu~, for &y ‘
fl.xedvaluea.qf ~ and 0, the path obta$ned from 2:1
prapo~t!onal navigation 18 seen to hprove.as N
increases..”
.
Dlfferentlal~analyzer solutions.- Some of the results
of dlfferentl.a~-analysersolutions of the differential
equattons ftor.pcmportlonalnavigation, plotted in the
same nondimensional form ‘aatho”sdfor nomnal pursuit and
constant navigation, are presente~ In figubes 11 to 13.
Some of the ourves in these figures, especially those
for which the rate of ohange in ourvature becomes great,
do not extend to the path line of the target because,
during the solution of the equations, one part of the
operation of the differential analyzer machine was oon-
t~lled manually. When the rate of ohange In curvature
beoame high, operation of this control became difficult
and In extreme cases, im.oossible. The.portion of the
curves shown should be correct to within *5 peroent.
Comparisons of fli ht paths and corresponding rates
of curvature for Q ~= O and for particular values of’ N
and n are shown In fi ure 11 a).
responding curves for g = -45$ and?&~el~Js%%~~r”
comparison of flight paths and the corresponding rates
of ourvature for .$1= 0°, N = 2 and different values
of the proportionality factor no These figures show
olearly the favorable effecaton the ourvature of
increasing the value of N.
In figure 13 the greatest in$tial rate of curvature
corresponds to the greatest rate of navigation but the
greater the rate of navigation,:the faster the rate of
mrvature beyond the inltlal point approaches zero, If
the rate of navtgatlon were made infinite, the rate of
ou&vature would be infinite for.%he firbt instant of
time and muld be zero thereafter. “ . “
. .
~eoretio~ly, the cvrvatu& corresponding to any
rate of proportional navigation can be made zero at all
points along the path if the mlsqlle 1s made to lead the
target by ah angle
..
.-
P“’
——.
..—-
—— ..
..
...
.
.,
.-
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“, . .
In actual practioe this angle might be.approximated and
the curvature at all points.along the pathmade very
sma~~ particularly for small rates of navlgat$on.
In view of the small range of values-of N that
were found to yield flnl~e .kates.of-ou~vaturefor normal
pursuit and constant navigation it dppears that pro-
portional navlgati.onla by far the beat of the methods
considered for installing a target seeker in a mlss3Je.
-. ..
Line-of-Sight‘Navigation
Equation of line-of-sight’path.- Although llne-of-
sight navigation applies to eases where.the rn~ssileis
kept either between a moving qontrol station tindthe
target or a stationary control station and the.target,
the later case 1s considered in this discussion.
Referring to figure l(e) the initial poaitlon of the
missile and the control station are assumed to be at the
origin of the Cartesian coordinate system and the target
is assumed to travel In a positive direction along the
line x = a. If equal expressions of time are eqiuatedthe
differential equation .
+=$= “ ‘“’
is obtained and, from the similarity of triangles deter-.
mined b the points
T)
(0,0), (aJO), (a,yT) and (0,0),
(x#o), x,y , the relation
ik3)
,-
. . ..
— —.
—..— ___
.,.
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Is obtained. Eli-tinating Ym frmn oquattons (&)
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and (~3)..gl~e.8..the @lfferent~al equation of the path in
Cartesian ooordinatee,.
(Px - .y]= x2Jii (44)
where
.
P*..
Equation (~) oannot be.i.ntegratedby simple methods
but oan be reduced to a function of elltptlc integrals,
so that it can be evaluated with the aid of tables or
can be reduced to a simple parametric form for numerical
evaluation, Eoth reductions follow.
After differentiating equation (~) with respect
to x and slmplifylng, the results oan be written as
dJc+ Px r?% Cosn
(3J? 2(1 + P2)
‘w
whioh oan be reduced to the quadrature
s.4K==V:*.
..
Substituting
p=-
00s2e “ .
(45)
(46)
(47)
. .
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into equation (116) and shplifying gives
. .
‘=% “ (C08 Q sln e -
.,. fieI .
. .
de ,
+ Cose re (48)
~quatioh (48) expresses the value of’ x as a function or”
elllptio integrals of the first and second kinds. The
corresponding value of
I
can be obtained from equa-
tions (w), (h7), and (~ ). . .
solving equations (~) and (46) for x and y in
terms of integral functions of. P gives
-., . !.
T
!N%cosrl p *‘=~,ow=
. .
Y =Px-
. .
(k9)
2
)J*
can”be .bvduatd”dby numerical methodsThese expressions
to yl.eldthe coordinates of the path:
.—. — . -
.
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Rate of curvature.- !l!herate of “tirvatureas a -
.--.rfunotion of . P- is...
.’
. .
where PO has the same~sign as ~. The rate of curvature
is dependent upon the inverse value of N and the inverse
value of ~ “00s0 = a. More’favorable paths would there-
fore be obtained fomrlarger values of 0 >0 and for
larger values of N. An infinite rate of curvature requires
that
or
x
—=
{
1+$
Na l (51)
The value of the right-hand side of equation (51) Is
always greater than unity and In the left-hand side,
ranges from O “to a, the value of x/Na ranges
?;omx O to l/N. Henoe, for values of N > 1 the value
of x/Na is always less Man unity ad equation (51) is
not valid. The ourvature is therefore finite if N >1
- %+0”
Illustrative examplea.- Figure 4 presents line-of-
st.ghtpaths and the corresponding rates of curvature for
n= -450, 00, and 45% The coordinates of the pursuit
paths have been divided-by Ham and rates of curvature
have been oonverted to degrees and multiplied by Ha so
that they are of a nondimensional nature. Theyoan be
used to derive paths corresponding to the values of fl= 0°
ati t45° for any values of N and a.
.— —— .
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EFFECT Ol?AHGXE OF ATTACK AND“SIDESIJP .
.“.
,. .
It wi11 be reoalled that i-n--ki”ll’of’-t@ ““g.ursult
paths that have been discussed no allowance”has been
made for aerodynamic forces that would act on a missile
If it attempted to fly any of the derived paths. In
the case of an airbrdft”that makes..turns by banking, the
prlncipal factor arl”slng from aerodyn~-c”-fo~ces 1s an
increase in angle of attack required t% compensate for
the loss In lift due to banking. With a target-seeking
missile, as the angle of bank and corresponding angle of
.attack are increased, the axis of the field of view of
the target seeker till point above.a@ ahead of the target.
The target seeker will therefore give signals for nosing
down and turning back toward the target. Consequently,
the missile will never get into ‘&e exact attitude for
making the required turn but will oontlnue’,for the greater
part of its course, along a path of less curvature than
the theoretical path.
Wblle the mtssile Is In a banked attitude and at an
Insufficient angle of attack to give the required lift,
a slight amount of inward sideslip will result. ml s
factor, however, may generally be considered negligible
compared with the outward deviation ~ tkwtheoretical path.
If the missile is designed to make horizontal turns
without banking, the important factor arising from
dynamic forces is that of posftive sfdeslip or skidding
which again tends to decrease the curvature of the path.
When either the effect of an increase in angle of
“ attaok due to turning or the effect of skidding due to
turning is properiy taken’into aooount, the analytical
expressions for the flight path generally become unwieldy
and step-by-step methods must be employed to obtain the
coordinates of the path. Beoause of this difficulty the
normal-pursuit and constant-navigation paths that have
finite rates of curvature can, by proper choice, be used
to best advantage by considering them as boundaries of
actual two-dimensional paths that might be obtained by
oonstant navigation For example, suppose that, for a
given missile with the tar~et seeker fixed for nomal
pursuit, It is known that 1< N< 2 and, at the point
of maxim’wncurvature of the path, the ahgle between the
theoretical and actual direction of the axis of the
-- ---”\- ““”
... _. -1
n. 1.61-irlFt
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target seeker is ~max. If the.target seeker is then
rearranged”for constant navigation with o = J&s a
reasonable assumption is that the actual path will be
between the normal pursuit path andthe path obtained by
constant navigation with o = @max, In-fact, the actual
.,.
path would beexpected ~o’be,near the constant-navigation
path at the beginning ~f the course, to approach the
normal ptisuit p’athat the point of maximum curvature,
and then to’approach the constant’navigation pa’thtoward
the end of the pursuit., Thus, if tail chases are to be
avoided, the point of maximum curvature should be near
,the beginningof the course so that the missile would
have time to recover from maximum deyiation from the
theoretical path or the va~ue of 0 should be made so
large th?t the path .neyer,.approache.sa normal pursuit
path. . , , .. ... ..
. . .
In ‘thecase of ,proportionalnavigation for n.z 2
and for values o’f ~ in the range that cause the
maximuq curvature to occur .-at’the ‘initialpoint of the
pursuit’path,”the effect-of increased angle of attack or
of sideslip can be made .insigni.ficantby launching the
missile so that it leads the .tayget.bythe proper amount,
,.
In the case of normal pursuit for ‘N >“2, constant
navigation.for A> 2 and proportional navigation for
n,> 2 and values of ~ that give infinite-curvature at
the end of the”pursuit path, if. N is made large enough
to reqare, little turning before the missile is very
near the.target, effects of angle of.attack and sideslip
are negligible.
?!ithline-of-sight navigation, the target seeker is
not mounted in the missile. The orientation of the missile
is thereforenot necessarily a factor in determining the
navigation In other words the path of the missile is
unaffected by angle of attacTkor sideslip for this case.
A discussion wasgiven of four possible methods of
using a target seeker to make a missile pursue a moving
target, namely, norma$ p~suit, constant navigation,
proportional navigation, and line-of-sight navigation,
; ,The following conclusions are drawn from the results:
I
.
—., ._ . ..-_ ____ ._. _ . . . . . . . .
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1. Noimal-pursuit.- Normal pursuit paths with finite
curvatures are obtained only when the ratio N of the
velocity of me missile ,tothat of the t“argetis in the
range 1< N~ 2. For given values”,of N ““”andthe initial
angular position .*Q of the target, the:cur-vature at any
point of the path is.invez%ely pro~por<tionalto the initial
distance ~ betw~n: the missile ~and the ~target. For
given values .of ~ and N the “path imcmoves as Q
increases from the-smallest-value’it can-have to the
. .
. . . .
largest value it hari”have). (-~t< !2< ~). ~Regardless of.
the values of N,.
“NJ ‘-d .5 ~..e.@,& end9 up tangent
to the path,of the teyget, “:. .. . ,.: ,,.
,. ..,-
.,.
For values of- &.”in “therange.,1,< “i < 2 the value
of the curvature is zero when R = O and has a maximum
value corresponding to some “value of R # %“ If the
?mxd_mum curvature -,o.c&ti“near’.’theend of the pursuit the ‘
effect of increased ~gle of.attack or of sideslip might
prevent the missile f- making the “pr~ribed turn and
thereby cause it to tiissthe”.target. If the missile does
make the.h.mn it will end its.ptirsuit”in a tail chase
where it is most vulnerable to destruction by crewmen ,
of tie -target. .
“For values of.’N > 2 “’.the clrrvature iS infinite
I
““when R = O. Tf N is made large enough, ptisuit paths
are obtained that hav”o” very litkle. cu~va.tureuntil the
. . .
missile i’sso near the target thatit.can be ,considered
to have hit the target. With such a path tail chases are
avoided and effects or increased angle’of attack or of
sideslip are insignificant.
2. Constant ‘navigation.- Pursuit paths obtained
from constant navigation have finite curvature only if
the-value of A = N Cos 0“
~~’wher~ “ ‘Sthecons’ant
ang’leof lead, is in the.range 1,<A<2 and N<2.
For given values of N, ~z and o the value of the
curvature at any point along the path is generally
inversely proportional to R3.. If the relationbetween T?,
S2, and o is such that Q = i(90 -“ E), straight-line
paths are obtained.
. ..
For values”of A in the range 1 <“A < 2 th; value
of tb.,ecurvature is zero when R = O’ and has a maximum
.,
.
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value corresponding to some value of R+%” The effect
of increased angle of attack or of sideslip is the same as
for normal pursuit. Tail chases might occur if o is small.
I
For values of A > 2 the curvature is infinite when r
R = O but,if A is made large enough,pursuit paths are
obtained that have very little curvature before the missile
is near enough the target that it can be considered to have
hit the target. Tail chases are avoided by such a path and
the effect of’increased sngle of attack or of sidesli.pare
insignificant.
3. Proportional navigation. ~.j?roportional navigation
appears to be by far the best of the methods considered
for using a target seeker installed in a missile. with a ‘
2:1 rate of navigation pursuit paths with finite curvature
are obtained where (N sin~+l) ~ 0. For given values of N
and,~ the curvature is inversely proportional to ~. For
given values Of R. and n the paths improve as N increases.
For rates of navigation higher than 2:1 the paths
improve as N increases. The maximum curvature generally
occurs at the initial point of the pursuit path and can
be reduced by launching the missile so that it slightly
leads the target. lti.gher ates of navigation may have
adverse effects on the stability of the missile, other-
wise they give better ~aths.
Tail chases are not encountered for any value of
N> 1 and the effect of increased angle of attack or of
sideslip is not significant so long as the curvature is
reasonably small.
.!-I-.Line-of-sight navigation. - The curvature of line-
of-sight paths is generally finite, It is dependent
upon 1?, RO 3 and ~ and is more favorable for larger ,
values of Q > 0, and for larger values of N. Angle
of attack and sideslip have no effect on the path because
the target seeker is not mounted in the missile,
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